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Newly Revised and Updated.Ã‚Â This new version now includes new chapters; Monitoring Your

DogÃ‚Â provides information on glucose monitors and urine glucose testing, Getting

OrganizedÃ‚Â explores using spreadsheets, online diabetes logs, smartphone apps and more to

track your dogs vital diabetic information. In addition, sections on insulin and diet have been

expanded with more useful information.Ã‚Â Praise for "Living With A Diabetic Dog"Ã‚Â Ã‚Â "Every

Dog Owner Should Read This; This is a great book, well written and informative about dog diabetes.

It's written in an easy to read style - not dry and boring like some of these books can be.

"Ã‚Â "Easy-to-Understand Guide to Home Health Care for Your Pooch; This book is a

get-down-to-business book about the home care of dogs that have been diagnosed with diabetes...

The author does two things I found helpful. First, she very clearly demonstrates a deep love for her

own pet. It's clear you are reading a book not from a "let's publish anything" author but from

someone who wants you to be assured that you, the fellow pet owner, can handle the needs of your

diabetic pet. Secondly, she has listed real-world tips and techniques for the actual care of your dog.

There's so much more here than just a checklist of things to do.Ã‚Â "Thanks... From my dog as

well; The author knows her subject very well and describes how undiagnosed diabetes affected her

dog Willie and how the disease changed their lives. I wished I had discovered this book sooner and

been able to recognize the symptoms of diabetes in my own dog, especially the section on

peripheral neuropathy. I highly recommend this book for anyone with an older dog or a dog already

diagnoses with diabetes.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â More About "Living With A Diabetic Dog"Ã‚Â Caring for a pet with

a chronic illness like diabetes can be difficult. Here is smart, intelligent advice on managing your

dogs diabetes that will improve your day-to-day lives. Discover many useful and helpful tips on ways

to live better with your diabetic dog.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â If your dog was recently diagnosed with diabetes, this

book provides helpful information and much needed peace-of-mind you and your dog can benefit

from immediately.Ã‚Â If you are already living with a diabetic dog, discover useful tips to

immediately improve you and your dog's lifestyle.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â More Praise...Ã‚Â "A Must-Have For

Dog-Owners!"Ã‚Â "Great information gets right to the point."Ã‚Â "A Must for Dog Owners!"Ã‚Â If

you have a diabetic dog or an older dog susceptible to diabetes, the "Living With A Diabetic Dog:

How To Keep Your Dog Healthy, Prevent Common Problems And Avoid Complications is for both

you and your dog. Grab a copy today!
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Having been recommended this book by a friend, I read it wondering how it could help me as my

dogs don't suffer from diabetes.Within the first few pages I realized this book is essential reading for

all dog owners, diabetic or not.Any dog can develop diabetes and the symptoms taken singly don't

raise any alarms, but taken together point clearly to diabetes. Ms Newton Thomas does a very good

job in clearly flagging the warning signs as well as giving detailed information on care for a diabetic

dog.Her writing is very clear and easy to read, in fact it is written from a very personal point of view

as her own dog Willie suffered from diabetes.Aside from the wisdom of knowing the symptoms

beforehand, she writes an extremely helpful section of questions to ask a vet if your dog is diabetic.

It will make all the difference to your dogs care and your peace of mind.This is a book that I would

highly recommend all dog owners read.

My 5 year old Rottweiler was recently diagnosed with diabetes and we were so lost. The vet gave

us some information and the meds but in the end we were on our own. I'm really glad I bought the

book- when my dog had two seizures last weekend and we were freaking out- the book helped with

the invitation on what to do. Thank you very much. - Sasha's mom

I just found out my dog has diabetes, she was drinking lots of water, peeing a lot more, and then

there was the sticky stuff left on my floor. I decided to look it up on line and there I found my answer,

possible diabetes take her to the vet ASAP!So I did and it was true she is diabetic, having no

knowledge of this I found this book, gave me some information I did not knowSuch as insulin at

room temperature, never even thought about itThanks for the helpful hints



Excellent book. Why four star for a five star book. I have taking care of my diabetic dog for almost

two years now. This book would be an excellent book for a caregiver that just learned that that furry

loved one is sick because of diabetics issues. When my dog was diagnosed, I did not know what to

do or where to go for information without driving my vet crazy with questions. It would be nice if this

book was a handout once you get the dreaded diagnoses. I went on line and did research to ensure

that my battle buddy received the best possible care. The problem with my on line research. 70% of

the research did not follow my vets plan of care.Why would this book be an excellent first time

diagnosed read. Cost savings. Yes even after taking care of my best friend for almost two years I

did not know about the cost saving within this book. Is the cost savings just a few penny's here and

there. No for me it was several hundred dollars every time I bought my resupply. My note to the

author. Thank you, your Sam's tip alone saves me 80.00 to 120.00 a months.

One of my dogs was diagnosed with diabetes around 3 years ago and since then I have read

numerous articles and books on the subject so I know how to help him as much as possible. I think I

knew it all but this book gave me a few tips that I had no idea about. The book is pretty well written

and provides a good amount of info.

As the owner of a diabetic dog, this book was a bit less helpful for me than I hoped. However, if you

are just starting out with a diabetic dog, this book has great tips for you. I already knew most of this

info,having cared for my diabetic dog for years prior to reading the book. It is very easy to read with

large font. I would highly recommend it for folks just beginning to deal with a diabetic dog.

My family has had dogs as pets and competition animals since I was a small child. That makes for a

lot of years and a lot of dogs we've loved. So, when I received the gift of this book from the author, I

had the thought that there was probably not very much for me to learn.I was wrong about that. This

book made me think more about the health of my pets.This book is a get-down-to-business book

about the home care of dogs that have been diagnosed with diabetes. It's practical and easy to read

while at the same time giving enough foundational science to help you to understand what the vet

has told you. The author does two things I found helpful. First, she very clearly demonstrates a deep

love for her own pet. It's clear you are reading a book not from a "let's publish anything" author but

from someone who wants you to be assured that you, the fellow pet owner, can handle the needs of

your diabetic pet. Secondly, she has listed real-world tips and techniques for the actual care of your



dog. There's so much more here than just a checklist of things to do. For example, I learned things

about insulin and its proper use that I had never even thought about.Even if your pet has not been

diagnosed officially by your vet, you'll find the checklists, support and information a

save-for-the-future must-read, especially if you have an older dog. Click on the buy button for this

affordable and useful Kindle book. Your Kindle might even be the tool to save the life of your

beloved animal.

This book is a must-read for every dog owner! It's so important to know your dogs habits and

routines, and to be aware of possible signs of illness. So often, secondary conditions like skin

disease or cataracts are actually a sign of a much greater illness. As dog owners, we need to be

able to recognize problems and take action early on before conditions get worse. The more you

know and understand the signs to look for, the better prepared you are.This book is written by

someone who has obviously gone through the emotional ups and downs of having a dog with

diabetes. It's a great guide for all dog owners, whether their dog has diabetes or not. After reading

the chapter on injections, I realize that I have been doing it incorrectly. Very great tips

there.Excellent book!
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